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@selectedwisdom

New from me: “How to Fight the New Domestic Terrorism”
thanks to  @WSJ  giving me opportunity flush out some of
the truncated social media discussions from this week

How to Fight the New Domestic Terrorism
The U.S. should use its hard-won experience against al Qaeda and Islamic State to
combat today’s surge of lethal white supremacist attacks.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-to-fight-the-new-domestic-terrorism-11565363219?ref…

Few additional notes related to article: 1- I’m not for restarting the Obama era CVE

programs for today. I’ve been accused of this occasionally this week, for my thought

on last decades strategy see https://www.fpri.org/article/2012/12/u-s-strategy-for-

countering-violent-extremism-an-assessment/

2- We can selectively pick successful approaches from last 2 decades.

@MoonshotCVE with @RossFrenett is one I’d like to see further ramped up for white

supremacist mitigation

3- IMHO rise in white supremacy started at end 2008, showed dangerous signs

violence by Jan 2011 (See Harpham MLK IED attempt Spokane) & the last week is

the exponential ramp up of a decade of hate

4- FBI despite lack of political leadership & resources has done a pretty good job of

intercepting a lot of white supremacist threats with yesterday being another example
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FBI arrests Las Vegas man who allegedly wanted to shoot Jews, LGBT…
Conor Climo, 23, communicated with organized white supremacists through
encrypted messages, federal authorities said.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/amp/ncna1041031?__twitter_impression=true

5- with regards to what Congress could do this week, if they are not serious about

passing laws, I propose the following:

These recommendations come from this @FPRI piece

America Has A White Nationalist Terrorism Problem. What Should We …
At the beginning of the decade, American law enforcement received repeated
warnings of how the improvised explosive devices (IED) employed by al Qaeda
affiliates might soon make their way to the Unit…

https://www.fpri.org/article/2019/05/america-has-a-white-nationalist-terrorism-problem-…
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6- FBI, I believe has been aware of and preparing, & so have some states @NJOHSP

began conferences & analysis far back as 2015 - see their website for some analysis

Domestic Terrorism: 2015-Present
Between January 2015 and May 1, 2017, there were 81 domestic terrorist attacks,
disrupted plots, threats of violence, and weapons stockpiling by individuals with a
radical political or social agenda …

https://www.njhomelandsecurity.gov/analysis/domestic-terrorism-2015-present

7- on domestic extremism I rely on @intelwire & @jjmacnab @egavactip & some

others probably prefer not to be named - all doing good work despite adversity, e-

Research about ISIS is easy when they are in Syria, but white supremacists might

show up at your house

8- one highlights of this week is I got to meet @cpicciolini who is amazing, super

brilliant and as a former is a great counter to today’s domestic extremists
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